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ABOUT
THE PROJECT
Beginning in November 2018, this Erasmus+ KA2 project
included 5 organisations from 4 European Countries, all
leaders in their fields, Partners came together over a 2 year
period to coproduce a brand new, and unique Drama program
- which is based on multimedia and informal drama learning
activities.
SCRIPT aims to nurture and develop the learning and
emotional needs of Europe’s most excluded young people.
Innovatively designed for youth work practitioners, specifically
when engaging with socially excluded young people aged 1825, SCRIPT is transversal in its ability to work in a variety of
outreach settings, including but not limited to young
offenders institutions, prisons, probation centres, rehab
centres, youth and community centres, and with different
groups of young people including migrants, long term
unemployed and those at risk of offending as well as exoffenders.
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ABOUT
THE PROJECT
During the lifespan of the 2 year project, the 5 lead organisations
in the UK, Romania, Greece & Spain communicated with socially
excluded young people, youth workers and stakeholders to
collaboratively develop, test and imbed a set of mutually
reinforcing coproduced informal learning resources, including:
The SCRIPT Handbook – a program of interactive drama
exercises and multimedia techniques, which give socially
excluded young people a platform to design, create, perform
and produce their own Pod Play.
ME – A self-validation toolkit for young people taking part,
enabling them to track their progress and skills learnt through
SCRIPT.
JOURNEY - An impact assessment for youth work practitioners,
delivery settings and stakeholders delivering the SCRIPT
program.
EQUIP – A training module for youth work practitioners,
providing practical tips and advice to prepare, support and
enrich their practice when delivering the SCRIPT
curriculum in a variety of outreach settings.
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ABOUT
THE PROJECT
For more information about the project, it’s resources, and the
organisations involved please visit:
www.scripteu.com or follow #SCRIPTEU on Twitter and Instagram,
and take part in the discussion and share your SCRIPT experience!

ERASMUS+ Project Number 2018-2-UK01-KA205-048387
The European Commission support for the production of this publication does
not constitute an
endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and
the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained
therein
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WHAT IS
VALIDATION?
During the last decade, the European Union repeatedly issued
papers and official documents encouraging EU Member States to
establish systems aimed at guaranteeing the transparency of
qualifications and competences (YOUTHPASS and Youthpass CV, the
establishment of the European Qualification Framework for
lifelong learning) in order to make more comparable the
qualifications and learning outcomes achieved by learners in
different EU Countries.
Finally in 2012 a recommendation of the European Council
encouraged all Member States to set up a procedure for the
validation of skills and competences achieved in non-formal and
informal learning environments.
At present most EU countries have already established or are
developing their own validation systems, although differences are
still relevant.
This document aims to provide youth workers with a common
understanding of what validation is and how validation is included
within theSCRIPT methodology. It also provides some detailed
instructions/notes about key exercises which should be used to
validate learners’ experience within SCRIPT.
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WHAT IS
VALIDATION?
Validation is an official procedure for the recognition and
acknowledgement of competences and skills acquired by an individual
in formal, non-formal and informal learning activities (i.e. attending
courses, activities linked or not to the achievement of a qualification,
or activities in their daily lives). This approach is generally used to issue
a certification of the learning outcomes.
Certification consists in a formal recognition that knowledge, skills and
competences acquired by the individual were examined and validated
by an authorized practitioner against a predefined reference standard.
This certification generally results in issuing a qualification, a diploma,
etc. However, validation is based on the principle that every activity
carried out by the human being is a source of learning.
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WHAT IS
VALIDATION?
According to the “European Guidelines for validating non‑formal
and informal learning” published in 2009 by CEDEFOP, it is
possible to distinguish three typologies of learning:
Formal learning: It is structured and organised by learning
targets/objectives, within a definite timing and employing
dedicated resources; It is generally carried out within
education and training institutions; It is intentional from the
learner point of view; It results in an official certification.
Non formal learning: It is generally delivered within planned
activities not specifically conceived as learning; it is
intentional from the learner point of view; it generally does
not provide an official certification;
Informal learning: It generally takes place while carrying out
everyday activities relating to work, family and leisure time; it
is not intentional nor structured or organised by learning
objectives, time and resources.
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VALIDATION
WITHIN SCRIPT
With reference to the validation of non-formal and informal
learning, the guidelines make a further distinction between
Validation (properly meant) and Identification.
Identification is a process by which it is possible to identify and
list learning outcomes but which does not have as a result the
issue of a certification. This is also known as “formative
assessment”. This kind of approach provides the learner with
an opportunity for reflections where they can individually
analyse and measure the “distance travelled” through taking
part in the project.
In this sense, this approach is more closely related to the
objectives of the SCRIPT project and can almost be considered
as “Self-validation” since learners will be able to determine
how the methodology has benefitted them in terms of
emotional development, motivation, employability as well as
increasing skills and competences.
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VALIDATION
WITHIN SCRIPT
The SCRIPT methodology is aimed at socially excluded young
people within a variety of settings such as community centres,
rehab centres, prisons, etc. For these reasons, we recommend
that validation activities are carried out within group settings as
it will prevent the learners from being in the spot and feel
uncomfortable during the activity.
The exercises are designed in such a way that the participants
will draw a “character” of them through which they will have the
opportunity to say what they think without feeling pressured.
This can also be a way to make the participants feel comfortable
that the youth workers can then use to launch a more personal
conversation where they will ask the learner
to reflect on the group activity and express their feelings and
opinions.
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WHEN DOES
VALIDATION TAKE
PLACE?
Within the SCRIPT methodology there is not prescribed
times when validation activities should take place. Each
practitioner within its group should be able to evaluate when
it is practical and appropriate to implement validation
activities with their particular learners.
In general, validation takes place at the end of the training
workshops and/or production phase. However, in the case of
the SCRIPT project, which aims at increasing the level of
motivation and key skills through participation of learners,
we think that various validation activities should be used at
different stages of the process for example at the beginning,
in the middle of and at the end of the training in order for
learners to understand the progress that they have made.
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WHEN DOES
VALIDATION TAKE
PLACE?
Very often, learners participating in whatever form of learning
do not take enough time to reflect on their progress and
therefore lose motivation along the way when they encounter
difficulties.
However, if they have been supported on how they have
changed through taking part in the learning, their motivation
is thus reinforced.
In this case, the use of validation tools during the SCRIPT
process can be very useful to show leaners the progress they
have made and thus reinforcing motivation, in particular when
also the group acknowledge these changes and progresses.
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VALIDATION
FRAMEWORK
This framework is simple tool to help you think about the
competencies – skills, abilities, behaviours and attitudes - that
learners have gained during their involvement and
participation in the SCRIPT project and using the SCRIPT
methodology.
The framework uses the key competencies of the European
Life Long Learning Programme, plus a number of others. For
each broad competency area, there are some suggested subdivisions.
Think of these as the kind of skills or abilities that young
people will gain as part of their participation in the SCRIPT
programme. You might want to add some more to your list.
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VALIDATION
FRAMEWORK
SCRIPT
Key Competencies
Literacy
Competence

Digital
Competence

Personal, Social
and Learning
to Learn
Competence

Possible
Subdivisions
Electronic Communication (e.g. phone, skype) in
own language
Public speaking – Expressing opinions, sharing
ideas and information as part of the group
Listening skills
Describing effectively
Explaining complex ideas in simple terms
Use of common digital recording software
Ability to connect peripherals microphone, mixing
desk
Ability to mix radio play
Ability to use social media
Ability to use media (photo, audio, video) software
Ability to create web pages and other web based
presentations
Genuine listening/Active Listening
Interest in learning – a lifelong learning attitude
Learning in and intercultural context
Learning in creative, drama context
Learning from everyday life
Learning from others
Learning alone
Ability to listen and feedback appropriately
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VALIDATION
FRAMEWORK

Social and civic
competence

Active participation in the local community
Communication with groups
Volunteering
Ability to influence policy
Ability to work with authorities
Ability to raise funds
Ability to support people on the move on
Contributing to clubs and associations

Sense of initiative
and
entrepreneurship

Leading others
Researching information
Influencing others
Starting a business or social enterprise
Creating a business plan
Solving problems within job role
Generating ideas
Acquiring resources (including money)
Developing business solutions and strategy
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EXERCISES
AND TOOLS
Exercise 1: The Matching Game
This exercise is meant to be used as an introductory activity when
starting the validation phase of the project that will help participants
to learn about the skills and key competencies that the SCRIPT project
aims to develop/increase in order for them to be able to identify and
validate these skills within the next activities.
Learning Objectives: Identify and Recognise the Key Competencies
within the SCRIPT Project
Number of Participants: 1-20
Time Needed: 10-15 minutes
Materials: Key Competencies Table, Key Competencies and Examples
of Subcategories printed on individual pieces of paper
The Exercise:
Step 1: Place the key competencies on one side and the subcategories
in piles on the other one.
Step 2: Ask the participants to allocate each subcategory to the
matching key competence.
Step 3: Use the key Competencies table to check if the answers are
correct.
NB: The facilitator can choose to split the participants in small groups to ensure that
all of them have the opportunity to be fully active in the game.
.
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EXERCISES
AND TOOLS
Generic
Work-Based
Competencies

Team working

Problem Solving

Self-Management

Possible
Subdivisions
Respecting the opinions of others
Taking the lead
Understanding constructive feedback
Giving and receiving feedback
Working with external partners/clients
Listening to others

Awareness of the problem
Proactive attitude
Generating ideas
Defining objectives or goals
Involving team members – keeping up to date
Logical approach
Following through

Completing tasks on time
Meeting deadlines
Efficient use of time
Managing diaries
Delegating
Multi-tasking

Working under
pressure
Using ‘organiser
tools’
Prioritising tasks
Whole task
management
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EXERCISES
AND TOOLS

Sharing
experience/
Educating
colleagues

Planning

Critical
reflection and
evaluation

Teaching skills
Peer mentoring
Creating learning schemes of work or lesson
plans
Using different methods

Respecting the opinions of others
Taking the lead
Understanding constructive feedback
Giving and receiving feedback
Working with external partners/clients
Listening to others

Knowledge and understanding of critical path
Using planning tools (e.g. Gantt charts or software)
Subdivision of tasks
Ability to respond and change plans according to events
Research skills - Information collection and assessment
Assessment and allocation of resources – human, financial,
capacity and skills
Ability to issue and manage work packages to work
colleagues
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EXERCISES
AND TOOLS
Exercise 2: The Dice Game
This exercise will help the participants understand the concept
of validation and how this works within different typologies of
learning (formal, non-formal, informal). This exercise will also
enable the participants to experience the process of validation
themselves through creating a dice and answering a series of
questions that will break down the different steps within the
validation process.
The idea is that participants will use their experience of making
their own dice as a metaphor of the validation process in order
to answer the questions. Furthermore, each question will
correspond to one face of the dice, representing the graduation
of steps for the validation process.
Learning Objectives:
Understand the concept of validation
Understand and Experience the different steps of the
validation process
Reflect on the validation of skills and key competencies
within the SCRIPT project
Number of Participants: 1-20
Time Needed: 45-60 minutes
Materials: Flipchart, paper, scissors, pens, tape, ruler
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EXERCISES
AND TOOLS
Exercise 2: The Dice Game
The Exercise:
Step 1:
Start the activity with a round discussion about the concept of
validation. Each participant is invited to say what the word
“validation”means to them and give examples of validation tools
within the different typologies of learning. Lead the discussion
to help the group reach a broad definition which covers the
different aspects of validation.
Step 2:
Depending on the size of the group, you can split participants in
two or three small groups. Ask each group to build one paper
dice using the available materials (paper, pens, ruler, scissors and
tape). Participants are allowed to ask for help if they struggle
with any step.
Step 3:
Once each group has made their paper dice, help them reflect on
the process of making it through asking questions related to the
aim of creating a dice, the materials needed, if they needed help
from anyone, the difficulties they may have faced and how they
can prove that they are now able to make a paper dice.
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EXERCISES
AND TOOLS
Exercise 2: The Dice Game
Step 3:
Ask each group to think about a skill that they would like to gain or
improve through taking part in the SCRIPT project and give them a
series of questions that they have to answer. Ask the participants to
consider their experience of building a dice as an example to answer
the questions.
The questions will be the following:
1. Choose a skill you wish to gain/improve.
2. What is the purpose for gaining/improving this skill?
3. What resources would you need?
4. Who could help you?
5. What obstacles could you face?
6. How could you prove that you have validated this skill?
The activity ends with each group presenting the validation process of
their chosen skill. As a conclusion, you can summarise the different
steps of the validation process.
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EXERCISES
AND TOOLS
Exercise 2: The Dice Game
Example of answers:

Skill

Purpose

Communication - Speak in
public
- Increase
Employability

Material
Resources

- Books
- Courses
- Training
Session

Human
Resources

- Teacher
- Youth Worker
- Facilitator

Obstacles

- Language
Barrier
- Lack of
Equipment

Proof of
Validation

- Oral
Presentation
- Job
Interview

NB: This exercise can also be done with Youth Workers in order for them to validate examples of
impacts for the project.
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EXERCISES
AND TOOLS
Exercise 3: The Road Map
This exercise will enable the participants to identify and validate
the skills and key competencies that they have gained/improved
throughout the programme by creating their own “Road Map”.
The “Road Map” will represent the participants’ journey through the
four stages of the SCRIPT Process and will include a starting line,
four stops and a finishing line that they will use to recognise their
skills before, during and after the programme in order to help them
to reflect on their progression.
Learning Objectives:
Reflect on participation within the project
Identify and Validate Key Competencies
Measure the distance “travelled” through the different stages
Number of Participants: 1-20
Time Needed: 30-40 minutes
Materials: papers, pens, Key Competencies tables
The Exercise:
Step 1: Give a paper to each participant and ask them to draw a road
with a starting line, four stops and a finishing line. Ask them to
determine the skills that they believe they already had when they
started the programme and write them above the starting line.
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EXERCISES
AND TOOLS
Exercise 3: The Road Map
Step 2: Ask participants to think about thefour different stages of
the project and the different activities carried out. Give them the key
competencies table and ask them to identify the skills that they
consider to have developed or improved for each of the stages and
write them above the corresponding stop. A same skill can be picked
out several times if the participant has recognised noticeable
improvement over the different stages.
Step 3: In order to summarise their journey within SCRIPT, ask the
participants to write a few words above the finishing line to express
their feelings about their overall participation within the project, the
development of their skills and the benefits of the methodology.
As a conclusion, participants can present their own “Road Map” to
the rest of the group.
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EXERCISES
AND TOOLS
Exercise 4: Tree of Competencies
This exercise will help participants to understand the key
competencies that the SCRIPT methodology aims to increase as
well as enabling them to identify and validate the skills and key
competencies that they have gained/improved throughout the
programme. The tree will be a self-evaluation tool that the
participants will use to fairly assess their skills before and after the
project. This will provide them with a clear vision of their skills
development thus underlining their progress. The participants will
use a first tree to determine their level for each competence at the
beginning of the project that they will then reconsider at the end of
the process with a second tree in order to compare the differences
and see how the methodology has benefitted them.
Learning Objectives:
Identifyand Validate Key competencies within SCRIPT
Appraise skills development throughout the project
Reflect on the benefits of the methodology
Number of Participants: 1-20
Time Needed: 20-25 minutes or two sessions of 10-15 minutes
Materials: Tree picture, Key competencies printed, glue/tape
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EXERCISES
AND TOOLS
Exercise 4: Tree of Competencies
The Exercise:
Please note that this exercise can be done in one session or divided
into two sessions (beginning and end of process).
Step 1:
Give each participant the picture of a tree and the different skills
printed on individual pieces of paper. Ask them to place each skill on
the tree from the bottom to the top according to the level they
reckoned to have when they started the programme. The more
proficient they believe to be, the higher they place the skill on the
tree.
If you decide to divide this exercise into two sessions, ask the
participants to write their name and gather all the trees to keep
them for when you carry out the rest of the activity.
Step 2:
Give each participant a second picture of the tree with the exact
same skills and ask them to repeat the first activity but this time,
they will need to place the skills according to the level they consider
to have achieved after they finished the programme.
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EXERCISES
AND TOOLS
Exercise 4: Tree of Competencies
Step 3:
If the activity is split into two sessions, give the first tree back to the
participants. Ask them to take a few minutes to individually compare
both trees, notice the differences between them and think about how
they have developed their skills through taking part in the programme.
They can then share their trees with other participants’ to spot the
similarities and differences in their skills development as well as and
able them to grow into strong participants in society.
Examples of Tree Pictures:
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EXERCISES
AND TOOLS

Exercise 5: The Validation Game

The Validation Game will enable the participants to identify and
validate the skills and key competencies that they have gained through
taking part in the programme. Each participant will be given a
competency box made up of four compartments that will represent the
main Key Competencies that SCRIPT aims to increase:
Social and Civic skills
Sense of Initiative skills
Learning to Learn skills
Digital Competence skills
The competency box will be a self-evaluation tool that the participants
will use to fairly assess and validate their skills before and throughout
the project. Participants will use a first competency box to determine
their level of skills for each competency when they started the project.
The Validation Board Game will be made up of four rooms that will
symbolize the different stages of the SCRIPT Programme: Generating
Material, Performance, Recording and Rehearsing and End of Process.
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EXERCISES
AND TOOLS

Exercise 5: The Validation Game

Participants will go through each room and assess their skills for the
different stages through listening to statements and filling a second
competency box. The statements will be examples of situations and
attitudes during the programme that will correspond to specific
skills of each SCRIPT Key Competency.
Participants will have to answer by choosing a certain number of
“stage symbols” that will determine their level for the skill on a scale
from one to ten. The “stage symbols” will be icons (e.g. microphone,
script, etc.) representing all the skills that the participants will validate
for one stage. This will provide them with a clear vision of their skills
development for every stage thus underlining their progress.
Learning Objectives:
Reflect on participation within the programme
Identify and Validate Key Competencies within SCRIPT
Measure distance “travelled” through the different stages
Number of Participants: 3-20
Time Needed: 50-60 minutes
Materials: Validation Board game, Statements, Competency Boxes,
Stage Symbols
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EXERCISES
AND TOOLS
Exercise 5: The Validation Game
The Exercise:
Please note that you can start this exercise at the beginning of the
programme and do it progressively through making a skill assessment
at the end of each stage.
Step 1:
Start the activity by asking the participants to assess the level of their
skills at the beginning of the programme. Each participant will have a
small box split into four compartments that will correspond to one of
the SCRIPT key competencies. Participants will have to fill each
compartment with a number of marbles (1-10) that will represent the
level that they consider to have for each competency.
Step 2:
Give another competency box to the participants and ask them to
start in the “Generating Material” stage. One participant will volunteer
to read the statements. For each statement, participants will say how
much they agree with the statement through choosing the right
number of stage symbols (1-10) thus assessing their skill level.
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EXERCISES
AND TOOLS
Exercise 5: The Validation Game
Example of sentences:
“I have actively participated in the creation of the storyline”, “I
have been able to listen to other’s opinions”, etc.
Step 3:
Before moving to the next stage, participants will go for a
lightning round. “Lightning round” are statements related to
generic based skills which do not apply to any stage in
particular. The aim of the lightning round statements is the
same as for the other ones.
Step 4:
Once participants have gone through all the stages, as them
to take a few minutes to individually compare their two
competency boxes, notice the differences between them and
think about how they have developed their skills and gained
new ones through taking part in the programme. They can
then share their boxes with other participants’ to spot the
similarities and differences in their skills development as well
as discussing how they feel about what they have achieved.
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EXERCISES
AND TOOLS
Exercise 5: The Validation Game
Board Game Draft:

